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Club and Member Notes 
 

The club roster and duty schedule are available on-line at the club website courtesy 
of Jim Densmore and Frank Molli: 
 

http://www.highflights.com/members/roster/roster.html 
http://www.highflights.com/members/sched/currentsched.html 

 
22S – The control stick and aileron linkage has been repaired.  There is virtually no 
slack left in the ailerons.  The plane flies much more precisely now.  Thanks to Gil, 
Al, and Steve for their efforts. 
 
7AS – The tow hook has been repaired after we had uncommanded releases both on 
the way to Silver West and on the way back.  Thanks to Craig Kloppenburg for doing 
a very timely repair. 
 
47S – Currently grounded while a lined brake band is installed and the radio is 
repaired.  We are having some difficulty locating a shop to repair the radio, a Terra 
TX760D. 
 
Summer Flying Update – As reported in the last newsletter,  we have started doing 
some weekday flying.   In late may, we flew on a Thursday,  after doing some 
maintenance work on 22S.  I expect we will do more weekday flying in the coming 
weeks.  If interested in being notified, please let John Scott know.  
 
Falcon Fly-In & Airport Days – August 19/20 – Please plan to be at the club if 
possible on these days to assist with talking to interested folks and controlling the 
throngs around our planes. 

 
In recent months, we have had several resignations from the club. This directly 
impacts our ability to operate effectively as a club.  If you know anyone who might be 
interested in soaring, you might consider telling them about the club and bringing 
them to the airport to see if we can further their interest and possibly gain a new 
member. 
 
For Sale -  “The Jewel.”  Rolladen-Schneider, LS-3, N573JL.  New $5,000 instrument 
panel: ILEC SN-10B flight computer, Borgelt vario, Microair radio, 5 point harness, 
custom flare from vertical stabilizer to �orizontal, Zuni hook.  Komet trailer.  
Sweetest flying ship you’ll ever have the pleasure to fly – ask Lew.  Call John (505) 
681-7759 or Luan (505) 350-8055. 
  
HFSC Accomplishments – The framed certificates listing the club accomplishments 
for 2003 and 2004 have been completed and are on display in the Ops Trailer.  They 
have also been posted to our Website: 
 

 http://www.highflights.com/awards/index.html 
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Safety Notes 
 
2 notes on safety issues this month – Taking off with the spoilers open and Danger from  
sudden high winds. 
 

Spoilers Closed for Takeoff - We have had a few instances of folks taking off with 
the spoilers still open.  This is dangerous situation. It significantly reduces the 
performance of the connected aircraft at the beginning of tow. It endangers the tow 
pilot and the glider pilot if the aircraft cannot climb sufficiently to clear obstacles. It’s 
hard on the equipment both the engine of the tow plane and the brakes of the glider. 
It could result in an aborted takeoff – which may result in many other problems.  To 
try to avoid further occurrences, HFSC is implementing the following 2 practices. 
 
The wing runner should verify the spoilers are closed prior to signaling the tow plane 
to begin takeoff, unless the pilot has specifically told the wing runner he will be 
starting takeoff with the spoilers open.   There are some occasions when the pilot will 
want to hold the brake on while taking up slack and until the tow plane starts the 
takeoff.  If this is the case, then the pilot should notify the wing runner, otherwise, 
the wing runner will not signal to start the takeoff as long as the spoilers are open.     
 
The SSA standard signal to abort a takeoff is for the wing runner to put the wingtip 
back on the ground. However, if the takeoff roll has started, the pilot might not 
recognize this signal.  HFSC is adopting a practice of having the wing runner bang on 
the top of the wing when putting it down, if a takeoff abort is being signaled.  This 
should indicate to the pilot that something is wrong and to abort the takeoff, i.e., 
release the tow rope immediately. 

 
Great Soaring – Big Danger – by Lew Neyland (reprinted from Apr’04 High Flyer) 
 
Now starts the real soaring season with conditions varying from good to spectacular 
through late summer. The down side is that with great lift comes strong gusty 
surface winds, often striking with little or no warning   There are two distinctly 
different threatening conditions we face here on the high dry plains.  They are first 
the season of DUST DEVILS, followed by the season of THUNDERSTORM GUST 
FRONTS (MICROBURSTS)  
  
From now through May, before the thunderstorm season, the primary threat is from 
DUST DEVILS. However, remember that they can and do occur all summer.  Some 
years ago our 1-26 was destroyed when a dust devil struck without warning, lifted it 
high in the air and then dropped it on one wing.  Ask Darrold to describe it to you; he 
saw it all from the Hanger Restaurant. 
  
Dust devils can give us wind gusts strong enough to rip off an unlocked canopy or 
flip an untied glider onto its back—OR ONTO A PERSON.   Look at these numbers 
taken from the pilot’s operating instructions: 
 

For a 2-33 with the tail on the ground, a 40 mph gust will generate 1300 lbs of 
lift—which is more than the glider weighs with two pilots aboard.  For a 1-26 
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also with the tail on the ground a 30 mph gust will generate 545 lbs of lift—
which is plenty to get it into pilotless flight.  

 
Thunderstorms pose a different but even more severe threat, usually from about 
June through August.  Here on the high plains we are particularly “blessed” with 
frequent thunderstorm generated MICROBURSTS producing GUST FRONTS.  Winds 
often go from light and variable to 50-60 mph or more within seconds.  The warning 
indicator is VIRGA—most usually to our northwest.  Old timers know what to look 
for— heed their warnings!   
 
Fortunately, when the gliders are nose down with the skid on the ground, the glider’s 
angle of attack is almost negative and wind generates very little lift.   That is why our 
tie downs are made to hold the tail high, and why the directive in our PILOTS 
INFORMATION FILE regarding high wind operations requires very specific actions by 
the pilot and ground crew when strong winds strike.  I urge everyone to re-read those 
instructions for we are all HELD ACCOUNTABLE FOR FOLLOWING THEM. 
Here’s to a great and safe soaring season.     Lew   

2006 Camps and 2006 Annual Meeting 
 
The camp dates and camp coordinators for this year’s camps are below. All of the current 
information on the camps and places to stay is on the website.  

 
Jun 30 – Jul 4 La Veta  Coordinator: Marty Grove 

  
http://www.highflights.com/members/camps/laveta2006.html 
 
We are considering taking the 2-33 to La Veta to do ground  
launch training and signoffs.  Please let a board member know 
if you would like to participate so we can judge interest. 

 
Sep 15 – 18  Creede  Coordinator: Jim Densmore 
 
Dec 16  Nemeth’s  Annual Meeting and Banquet 

 
LaVeta Camp–June 30th thru July 4th from Marty Grove, LaVeta Camp Coordinator 
 
This year's July 4th campout will be at Chuchara Valley airport in La Veta Colorado. 
Airport information is available at http://www.airnav.com/airport/07V. Information on La 
Veta is available at http://lavetacucharachamber.com. The campout will start Friday, June 
30th and end Tuesday, July 4th. Some folks will arrive on Thursday. A potluck family BBQ 
is planned for Saturday evening, after flying, at the airport. Marty Grove is this year's camp 
coordinator for the La Veta camp. He can be reached at 590-2427 (work), 685-1472 (home) 
or by e-mail marty_grove@agilent.com. Jim Densmore has setup a web page for this 
campout, http://www.highflights.com/members/camps/laveta2006.html. 
 
It has not easy to find telephone numbers for places to stay in La Veta that are still 
operating.  Many of the location listed on the website have closed.  Here are a couple that I 
found: 
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La Veta Inn Bed & Breakfast, 719-742-3700, $95 to $105 per night 
Circle The Wagons Motel, 719-742-5435, $50 per night + tax  
 
 

The area:  La Veta, Colorado is situated on the eastern side of La Veta Pass through the 
Sangre de Cristo Mountains and at the northern opening of the Cuchara River Valley. Just 
south of town is the foot of the West Spanish Peak. La Veta is surrounded by the Great 
Dikes of the Spanish Peaks - large, vertical granite formations that radiate outward from 
the Spanish Peaks. The July 4th campout has been the most reliable campout of the year 
for good soaring weather. In years past, members have had some fantastic flights at La 
Veta. Flying over the Spanish Peaks is an awesome experience. 
 
The airport: The Chuchara Valley airport is located 1 mile north of the town of La Veta off of 
Highway 12. The airport elevation is 7153 feet. The UNICOM frequency is 122.8. Fuel is 
available at the airport. The runway, 6/24, is 5798 feet long by 60 feet wide. The normal 
traffic pattern is left. The magnetic variation is 11E. 
 
Directions: From Colorado Springs, take I-25 south to Walsenburg, approx. 90 miles. Take 
the CO-10 E exit- EXIT 50- toward LA JUNTA, go 0.1 miles. Turn LEFT onto US-160 / CO-
10. Continue to follow US-160 0.8 miles. Turn LEFT onto MAIN ST / I-25 BL / US-87 / US-
85 / US-160, go 0.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto US 160, go 11.1 miles. Turn LEFT onto CO-12 
/ HIGHWAY OF LEGENDS. Follow CO-12 4.9 miles to La Veta. The airport is on your right 
before you get to La Veta. 
 
Camp Details: Please let Marty Grove know if you plan or don't plan to attend this campout. 
If you do plan to attend, let him know if you can help with any of the following: 
 

- ferry a glider down and back 
- fly the tow plane down and back 
- tow a glider trailer 
- perform tow pilot duties at the camp 
- carry HFSC gear to and from the camp 
- bring grill, table, chairs, eating ware, or condiments for the Saturday evening BBQ 
 

[Editor’s Note: The potluck cookout on Saturday will be at the airfield.  You should provide 
meat, beverage, and utensils for your group.  You should provide an additional dish for the 
potluck (salad, beans, desert, chips, etc.)  If you have a portable gas or electric grill you 
might consider bringing it.  I’m sure we will be restricted from using any charcoal.  Weather 
permitting, we may have a soaring movie after dark again this year.] 
 
If you have never flown at La Veta, orientation flights in the Blanik will be available in the 
mornings. We will have a short meeting each morning at 9:00 am to discuss airport details, 
weather, safety issues, and to determine the flying sequence. If enough members attend, 
cards will be drawn to determine the flying sequence. Normally, flights in the club gliders 
should be held to 1 hour. If no other members are waiting to fly, the flights can continue 
beyond 1 hour. One of the 1-26 gliders may be reserved for badge work. The sign-up list for 
the camp will determine the type and number of club gliders we bring. 
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Camps require a great deal of teamwork to be successful and there is a lot of opportunity to 
help. Prior to the camp on Sunday June 25, we’ll pack up the camp gear and trailer the 
gliders. We will assemble gliders and screw/hammer in tie downs on Friday morning. We 
will pack up camp and trailer gliders on Tuesday morning.  
 
La Veta is a spectacular place to fly. The thermal lift is usually excellent. Ridge lift is also 
available in the area under the right wind conditions. Please consider coming because we 
really need good participation to make this a successful and fun camp. [Editor’s Note: Last 
year La Veta was by far our most successful camp with 6 Silver badge legs completed 
during the camp.  This is an excellent location for trying some short (or long) cross 
countries and getting started on OLC points.] 
 
Report from Westcliffe Camp 

Westcliffe from the air. High Flights operations located at mid field – Photo by Dan Daly 
 
The key word for Westcliffe this year was “WIND”.  Some flying was attempted on Friday, 
but the only lift was some pretty rough rotor.  We canceled Saturday and Sunday flying due 
to high surface winds (25mph with gusts to 35-40 mph).  On Monday we resumed flying 
with several good flights by Dan Daly, Marty Grove, and Frank Moli – a total of 332 OLC 
points. You can see there flights on the OLC website and download the logs if interested.  
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There was high overcast, with lots of rotor lift 
and some wave up higher. Dan Daly took the 
picture to the left from the 1-34 on Monday. 
It shows a transient rotor cloud.  This picture 
was  taken  early in the day as the entire area 
became overcast in the afternoon.  The 
picture below on the right shows the overcast 
later on Monday and Frank Molli modeling 
the an Oxymizer cannuala, being used with 
the new Mile High O2 systems that have been 
installed in the HFSC fleet. To date everyone 
has had a very positive experience using the 
new system. 

                                  Photo by Dan Daly  
 
Due to losing Saturday and Sunday, we 
extended our trip to Westcliffe thru the 
following weekend, June 3rd and 4th. The 
weather was much improved on the 3rd.  The 
winds were a little stiff, but they were not cross 
winds.  Lift started well before 10:00 AM.  
Below 13,000 ft there was a lot of turbulence.  
Between 13,000 and 15,000 the lift was easier 
to work.  Above 15,000 the thermals seemed to 
be well formed, though there was a lot of 10+ 
knot lift and 10+ knot sink, often close 
together with the thermals fairly well spread 

                    Photo by Dan Daly                            out. We started launching gliders at 9:53 AM             
 
and soon had 4 or 5 glides in the air.  Dan 
did a long flight up and down the valley.  Bob 
Reilman joined us for the weekend and did a 
nice flight to Canon City.  John Scott made 
an attempt at Silver duration, but due to an 
oxygen leak had to stay low and ended up 
landing out after about 2 ½ hours (see story 
below).  Climbs to 18,000’ were possible all 
day. 
 
On Saturday evening, Don and Mary Lou 
Shearn were our hosts for our Saturday night 
cookout that had been postponed from the 
prior week.  The weather was wonderful.  
Club members were joined by other flying 
and gliding enthusiast who live in the Wet valley.                   Photo by John Scott 

We were treated to a wonderful sunset. 
 
Thanks go to Bill Creech for making the arrangements for the Westcliffe Camp, to Don              
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Shearn for assisting Bill and for opening his home to HFSC for our Saturday night cookout, 
and in particular to Gil Gildersleeve for all of his towing during the camp. 
 
HFSC OLC Status 
 
High Flights is off to a good start in the OLC this year.  To date, 5 June, HFSC has scored 
1660 points in the OLC and is ranked 53rd of 87 clubs in the US.  This compares to 
previous years: 
 

2003  Did not participate 
2004  37th of 60 with 2645 points 
2005  54th of 90 with 2690 points 
 

We are within a good weekend of beating last years point total.  We’re less than 300 points 
from being in the top 50.  To date we’ve only had 4 club members submitting flights for 
scoring.  The current ranking of club members is: 
 
  Dan Daly  931.57 (6 flights) 
  John Scott  417.55 (3 flights) 
  Marty Grove 124.4  (1 flight) 
  Frank Molli   58.86 (1 flight) 
 
If more members would submit flights for scoring, we would move up in the club rankings 
quickly.  Of our 1660 points to date, 903 were scored at the Westcliffe camp.  With 5 flying 
days planned for the La Veta camp, we should be able to score more than 1000 points for 
the long weekend. 
 
We have worked out the problems with the OLC so that High Flights submissions are also 
now scored for the OLC-League.  HFSC is currently ranked 41st of 60 participating clubs.  
This is based on only scoring on 2 of the 5 eligible weekends.   For flights to score for the 
OLC-League, they must be flown from Meadowlake. Hence we get no OLC-League points 
during camp weekends. Let’s try to improve our placing!  Any flight you fly from 
Meadowlake on Saturday or Sunday and submit to the OLC will also be scored for the OLC-
League. 
 
The OLC-League is new this year. It is a club level competition based on the 3 fastest 2 ½ 
hour flights by club members in each round.  Each round is basically each of the summer  
weekends.  Speeds are calculated over the fastest 2 ½ hours in each of the flights 
submitted.  If you’re flight is less than 2 ½ hours, then your distance flown is still divided 
by 2 ½ resulting in a speed penalty.  The fast 3 segments are determined and totaled.  
Clubs submitting flights for the round are rank based on this total and awarded points, 50 
points for first place, 49 for second, etc.  Points for each round are totaled to determine 
league standing.  It’s easy to participate, just make sure you log your flight, fly more then 
25 or 30 miles, and submit your flight. OLC-League results are posted on the same OLC 
site as the other results. You can read the complete rules here: 
 
  http://www.ssa.org/members/contestreports/OLC.htm 
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Let’s get flying and get those flights submitted.  Remember, for the OLC you can submit 
logs from some Garmin GPS devices as well as from various PDA based flight computers. 
 
Notable Flights 
 
Silver Distance Try by John Scott 
 
21 May 2006 – Possibly the best soaring weather at Meadowlake in a long time.  I decided 
to try for my silver distance.  Dan Daly helped me plan a task and set up the Volkslogger.  
Since the wind was from the south-southwest, we determined it was probably not good to 
do the flight along Route 24 to Simla as the return flight would have been directly into the 
wind.  We planned a triangle from Meadowlake to Ellicot to a point northwest of Kelly, 
picked to be about 52 km from Ellicot, then return to Meadowlake.  
My Silver Distance was the leg from Ellicot to north of Kelly. I was concerned about not 
starting too high and incurring a penalty that would disqualify my attempt.  I decided to 
not be higher than 10,000’ at Ellicot.  My “concern” resulted in my being at about 9500’ 
rounding Ellicot and down to about 8600 before I found a thermal.  I worked that thermal 
to 17,000’ and set out for my turn point 50km away.  I was never lower than 13,000 for the 
rest of the day until final glide to Meadowlake.  North of Peyton, I found another thermal 
and climbed back to 17,000’. Later when looking at the logs for the day we determined that 
Dan had passed less than a mile behind me as I left that thermal.  Neither of us saw the 
other. 
 
I pressed on, working one more thermal just before Kelly and then flew on to the turnpoint 
and back towards Kelly.   I worked another thermal just West of Kelly to about 17,000’ and 
then started for Meadowlake.  About halfway back, my mental calculations indicated that I 
might be getting low by the time I made Meadowlake, so I stopped and work a thermal for 
another 1000’, just to be safe.  I arrived back at Meadowlake at about 11,000’ to complete 
my first real cross country task. 
 
I resisted all of the urging I was getting from HFSC ground over the radio to fly to Calhan 
then to back Kelly to claim the Wombat.  I’ll leave that task for another day. With Dan’s 
help, my flight is submitted. Now the wait to see if it is accepted. 
 
Stick it up your nose! by Dan Daly 
 
Sunday, May 21st was probably the best soaring day I’ve ever seen.  The Cu started popping 
at 8:40am, and the whole sky was covered by 9:30am.  After some radio snags (fixed by Gil 
– thanks) I launched at 10:40am (thanks for the hook-up, Marty), and released at 10:45 at 
8,500’ (thanks for the tow, Jim).  By 11:00, I had climbed over 17,000’, and headed for 
Springs East.  I was also enjoying John Scott’s good work putting the new nasal cannula 
systems into the club aircraft.  You set it on the ground, flip the switch off, and adjust 
when you climb.  I spent most of the day between 15,000 and 17,800’, and only minor 
adjustments were required.  Instead of either the mask (or worse, using the tube), the 
cannula just about vanished.  Talking on the radio is a breeze.  During the 2+45 flight, I 
flew 183 km (210 points) at 71 km/hr (44 mi/hr), from Springs East, to Calhan, to Fat 
Chance ranch strip, to Larkspur (nice big airfield just west of I-25); I was getting cold toes, 
and instead of heading for the Peak, I headed back to Meadow Lake.  I over flew, headed 
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east of Shreiver, and returned to Meadow Lake.  You can see my flight (and John Scott’s in 
22S) on the OLC at www.onlinecontest.org, select US, then 21 May 06 (and hit “change”). 
 
Lessons learned:  On the best days, the tow plane must be refueled from operations the day 
before (lightning all quadrants; the right decision).  On the best days, something will go 
wrong on your pre-flight (radio in 643).  On the best days, you’ll be under-dressed (toes).  If 
you want to participate in the OLC, always get a logger ready and put it in the airplane.  On 
a day like this, you should be ready to fly cross-country (or 5 hr, or whatever the task is) at 
9am.  The day was still booming after we had put the fleet on the trailers for camp at 1700.  
I suspect we could have had back-to-back 5 hour flights on the same airplane if folks had 
been ready to do it. 
 
If you’ll be flying over 12k, I think an investment in a oxy-miser cannula is a good one.  It 
makes you sharper, and is a fashion accessory; well, maybe not, but better than an A-14 
mask.  We all owe John Scott a rousing cheer for fitting out the fleet with the systems.  On 
my flight, the pressure dropped about 200 lbs/sq in over a little over 3 hours, greatly 
reduced from the A-14 system.  Now we’re all ready to “stick it up your nose!”   
 
Big Toe Release by Frank Moli 
 
Please be aware that it is eminently possible to release the Blanik L13 from tow with a toe.  
While I was flying the Blanik from Meadowlake to Westcliffe on May 25 for our camp, I 
experienced an un-intended release from tow.  Gil was towing with the Cub.  We had just 
passed over Hardscrabble Pass and Gil radioed to me that he thought the wave was 
working because the air had become turbulent at that point.  Just a few seconds after he 
said that, I heard the sound of a release.  I wasn't quite sure if that what had actually 
happened until I saw the tow rope falling away.  Luckily I was able to make it to Silver West 
airport.  
 
After examining the release mechanism inside the cockpit, I could see how a bit of 
turbulence could cause ones foot to accidentally bump the mechanism and cause an un-
intended tow release.  As a precaution, we should advise all pilots riding in the front seat of 
the Blanik about this, and require that any riders keep their feet flat on the floor of the 
cockpit until after release from tow.  
 
And please, I don't want to hear any jokes about "gun boats" and/or feet. 
 
Silver Duration Try, Again by John Scott 
 
My goal during the Westcliffe Camp was to try to do my 5 hr Silver Duration flight. I tried 
on Friday, but the level of turbulence and rotor was such that I didn’t think I would last 5 
hour, so I landed after about 45 minutes. I had to land on the grass taxiway at Silverwest 
due to the strong cross winds. 
 
I decided to try again on the following Saturday.  I heeded Dan’s advise and was at the field 
early and ready to go by 9:30AM.  I launched at 9:53 and towed east of the field where it 
looked most promising.  After release from tow, I found a thermal and climbed to nearly 
18,000.  So far, so good.  My plan was to stay as high as possible.  The air below 13,000 
was very turbulent with very strong lift and very strong sink.  By 15,000 the thermals were 
much easier to work.  I decided to just try to cycle between 16,000 and 18,000.  That’s 
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when I realized I had an oxygen leak.  I had started with 1800 psi and less than an hour 
into the flight I was down below 1000 psi.  I stayed high as long as I could using the 
remaining oxygen. After the needle entered the red band on the gauge, I came down below 
14,000.  
 
 My revised plan was to work between 12,000 and 14,500 as much as possible. I had a 
pulse oxymeter with me, so I could check my blood O2 saturation levels.  The flying was 
much rougher at the lower level and lift was much harder to work.  I ended up down to 
11,500 before finding some rotor lift to try to work.  I would work it back over 12,000 and 
in less than half a turn, I’d be back to 11, 500.  I worked up to about 12,300 and decided to 
move under a cloud closer to Silver West that looked more promising.  I had also managed 
to get downwind, Southeast, of SilverWest. 
 
As I was moving to what I thought was a better location, I encounter strong sink, so adjust 
my flight path directly towards SilverWest. I had out at 4000’ about the field and about 
8nm out.  At the conservative 2nm per 1000’ value I use with the 1-26, I should just make 
the field.  Hopefully I would find a little lift along the way.  I had about a 10kt direct 
headwind.  Also, while I was close to the ground, the ground decreased in elevation all the 
way back to the field. 
 
Sink and headwind did me in.  By the time I found any lift, I was down to about 400’ above 
the ground and thought it not advisable to try to work it.  I realized I wasn’t going to make 
Silverwest and had a good field below me.  I opened full spoiler and landed in the middle of 
the field, still pointed directly at Silverwest, 2.5nm short of the center of the field. 
 
Gil was returning from another tow.  I contacted him on the radio.  He located me from the 
air and considered landing in the filed and towing me back, but it looked a little marginal.  
Gil returned to the Silverwest in the tow plane. He and Frank Molli hooked up the trailer to 
my SUV and retrieved me. This was a much easier, and timely, retrieval than my landout 
last summer at La Veta. 
 
All of my attempts at my Silver duration have ended short of the 5 hour goal and not on a 
runway.  This last attempt did last for 2 ½ hours, so I am getting closer.  There’s always 
next weekend…. 
 
Donated Flight Computer 
 
High Flights has received the donation of a Compaq Aero 2100 PDA setup to be a flight 
recorded and logger.  Included are an suction cup mount, GPS receiver, and external 
battery for those long flights.  Software has been installed on the PDA and is included on a 
CD.  There is documentation on using the PDA as well as the loaded software.  This unit 
can be used to log flights for the OLC. 
 
GPS-Log has been loaded to provide flight computer capability.  This is freeware developed 
by Henryk Birecki.  You can get information on the software at these URLs: 
 
  http://www.soaringpilotsoftware.com/ 
  http://groups.yahoo.com/ 
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If you are interested in using the flight computer, see John Scott for an initial briefing. You 
should spend time learning the flight computer on the ground prior to flying with it.  The 
cockpit is not the place to explore the menus. 
 
Building the APIS – Part 6 – Great Progress - by John Scott: 

 
Construction on the APIS continues.  The wing spar holes 
have been opened. The forward bulkhead has been 
installed as well as the tubes to direct demisting air onto 
the canopy.  The pitot tube has been installed in the nose 
opening.  The upper bonding seam on the fuselage and 
vertical fin has been filled and sanded smooth ready for 
painting.  The Horizontal stabilizer is ready for painting 
and has been mounted. The photo on the left shows the 
jig I used to hold the stabilizer level which the epoxy for 
the mounting bushings cured. The elevator and rudder 
have been trimmed and prepped for painting. The rudder 
has been fitted. The wiring for the rudder mounted 
antenna has been installed. 
 
Next up is trimming and fitting the canopy frame so I can 
locate where to bond the hinge mount to the fuselage. 
Then I turn the fuselage over so that I can finish the 
bottom bonding seam, cutout the openings for the tail 

            Photo by John Scott                 wheel, main wheel, and tow hook.  Install the wheels and  
tow hook and bond the mount for the canopy hinge.  
 
I am still short documentation for installing the 
controls and missing some parts.  I have 
exchanged email with the owner of AMS-Flight 
and he has promised to resolve the issues 
quickly.  I received an email today telling me my 
documentation and parts would ship tomorrow 
(Jun 14th).  It will be interesting to see what they 
send. Once I receive the package, Robert Mudd 
will come up from Moriarty to review the final 
assembly activities with me.   
 
I’m still hopeful of having my APIS in the air this 
summer.                                                                                                                     Photo by John Scott                  
 
From the Soaring Safety Foundation – by Richard Carlson -- SSF Chairman 
(Reprinted from the SSA e-Newsletter]  
 
As most everyone knows, the Soaring Safety Foundation extracts raw accident data 
numbers from the NTSB accident database. However, in order to turn these raw numbers 
into statistics the SSF needs to know the number of flights or flight hours US pilots accrue 
on an annual basis. For years the SSF has asked, with little success, the US clubs and 
commercial operators to send us their flight time data.  
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Now we think its time to go directly to the membership.  To accomplish this the SSF has 
created a new on-line form and installed it on the SSF web site.  This form will send email 
to me, and I'll start collecting the data. Perhaps this will help us answer that age old 
question, what are the US glider accident statistics.  
 
To enter your data go to http://www.soaringsafety.org/pilot-times.html and fill in as much 
data as you can. This data will be emailed to the SSF webmaster and the results will be 
posted as data becomes available.  
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Current Duty Schedule 
 

NOTICE:  Effective July 8, 2006 there will only be one assigned line duty person per flying 
day.  To help facillitate this, other club members at the airport will be expected to help.  
There are several simple things that other club members can do to help the duty person, 
such as writing the times down for the flights, cleaning your own canopy if necessary 
during your pre-flight inspection, and even jumping into a ground tow vehicle to retrieve a 
glider if the assigned duty person cannot do it immediately.  You might even consider 
launching a glider or two.  Keep your eyes open and pitch in.  The assigned duty person will 
appreciate it and you will too on your duty days.   
 
NOTE:  It has always been and still remains the club policy that if your duty schedule 
conflicts with any personal activities YOU must arrange to swap duty days with another 
club member.  This is especially critical now.  Be sure there are no screw ups.   
 

Saturday Jun 17, 2006 John Scott Al Spratford 

Sunday Jun 18, 2006 Frank Molli Matt Sheldon 

Saturday Jun 24, 2006 Marty Grove Gilles Marty 

Sunday Jun 25, 2006 Don Shearn Bill Creech 

Saturday Jul 01, 2006 La Veta  

Sunday Jul 02, 2006 La Veta  

Saturday Jul 08, 2006 Frank Molli  

Sunday Jul 09, 2006 Nicholas Becker  

Saturday Jul 15, 2006 Mike Suermann  

Sunday Jul 16, 2006 John Scott  

Saturday Jul 22, 2006 Steve Smith  

Sunday Jul 23, 2006 Jennie Chiang  

Saturday Jul 29, 2006 Thomas Fredricks  

Sunday Jul 30, 2006 Al Spratford  

Saturday Aug 05, 2006 Mary Hoddinot  

Sunday Aug 06, 2006 Matt Sheldon  

Saturday Aug 12, 2006 Marty Grove  

Sunday Aug 13, 2006 Gilles Marty  

Saturday Aug 19, 2006 Bill Creech  

Sunday Aug 20, 2006 Don Shearn  
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